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Modern furniture miami reviews

Kendall is one of Miami's fastest growing suburbs and has a wide range of catering restaurants of almost any flavor. In this article, we take a look at some of my favorite places to get a bite to eat in the southern part of Miami-Dade County. 01 of 04 Anacapri is a great choice for dinner whether you're going on a good date or just having jeans and a dinner T-
shirt with friends. The food is great and sensible, the service is always congenital, and italy's connected market has a large selection of imported meats, cheese, and fresh pasta. Reservations are recommended. 02 of 04 Flickr/CC/Mike Mozart Bonefish Grill features a chain with a wide range of fresh seafood markets. Located southwest of 120th Street,
Bonefish is one of my favorite places to stop for dinner and drinks. The bar features an excellent selection of scotch for those with discerning palate. I also highly recommend an ane ten satium fore eating! 03 of 04 Breeze Bahamas is a restaurant chain, but it's still one of my favorites. Located southwest of 88 just off the Florida Turnpike, this restaurant
features tiki torches, outdoor patio and unique tropical cuisine. 04 of 04 large tomatoes features a unique style of tomato pie. (Don't call it pizza or they might just kick you out of the restaurant!) Your feet feature a light crust and plenty of tomatoes, bubbling cheese and each toppings fit your heart's desire. It's hard to explain why Big Tomatoes is a South
Miami institution. Wait and try it yourself! How do I know I can trust these critiques of Ashley Furnishings? How do I know I can trust these critiques of Ashley Furnishings? 2,735,967 reviews have been approved in ConsumerAffairs. We need contact information to ensure our arbitrators are genuine. We use smart software that helps us maintain the integrity
of reviews. Our administrators read all reviews to check the quality and usefulness. For more information about reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com please refer to our response. Annyce of Chicago, Illinois Verified Reviewer Original review: Nov. 21, 2020I have been shopping at Ashley furniture for the past 25 years because I like the quality of their furniture and
how long it lasts. When I was younger I couldn't buy furniture of this quality so I would shop in stores like Value City and wear pleather within a year. Also the wood chipping much faster. As you get older you don't want to place your furniture as often so you want to buy something more durable. To date, I tell all my friends to come and compliment me on my
furniture, how satisfied I am with the quality of my furniture and recommend them to anyone! CH (LTC) of Fort Irvine, CA confirmed the original review: July 14, 2020 My mother and Colton went, ca place looking for sofa sleep. He bought a great piece to match the decor of his house, and three days later we went to pick him up. We were notified by a sales
colleague, that there was Up in the barn and he was sold the full piece. Nevertheless we were extremely disappointed and want to talk to a manager. After speaking with Mr. Hector, he not only calmed down what could have been an awkward situation, but also agreed to solve the situation by replacing my mother's perfect piece with a better piece. Overall,
he and Mr. (sales colleague) got out of our way to make sure my mother and I were satisfied. Thank you, Mr. Hector and your team, for the better of the bad situation. Ann of Stratford, CT Verified Reviewer Original review: March 9, 2020I was mattress shopping and landed at Ashley's. how lucky is he for me . I needed a asap selling me Ms. J. Determining
the right type of mattress for my body and health needs through technology. I tried almost everyone there and went with what was recommended. None were in stock there knowing how the supply chain worked, Ms. J. was able to find and deliver mattresses the next day! Now, that's service. It could have been a stressful process, but it wasn't thanks to his
experience, knowledge and commitment to its excellence. I worked in customer service for over 30 years and to find this level of service today was shocking in a good way. There's not much of it today thank you Ms. J.Cheryl of Fremont, Calif.confirms the reviewer of the original review: February 18, 2020I is a big fan of your company and, for the most part,
has had great interactions with your representatives. I purchased several items through your Milpitas store and I will continue to be a loyal customer because of Sohndre from your customer care team. Since my headboard fell apart, I've slept very poorly down the furniture and broke parts of it. i am lucky no one has ever been hurt . I have been trying to
resolve this issue for the past month by contacting their customer service line. We bought a headboard about mid-December, it was only a month or so before the full item fell apart and collapsed. I have been given a run around by 3 different delegates, who actually lie to me many times over the phone. I'm honest about to knock out your company and share
in detail my experience with agents and I had a company just completely lie straight to my face before. However, I thought I would make it another effort. I'm so glad I did! I was so lucky Sohndre was the one to answer my call. He understood a lot, he was patient and went up and beyond to help me. He of course, had to look at the case and review the images
for himself, came to determination and reached out to make sure I received a bounce message back and approached my auto case once again. On top of that, he did more research and contacted the parts department to help me with the resolution!!! Amazing customer service!!! Not only did he hear about me, he made sure he was doing his job, and then he
called differently Ask your company to ensure that my case is handled properly! During this time thanked me for my patience and understanding!! I was completely blown away because that's not what I've experienced before! Thank you Sohndre, because of your efforts and dedication to help your customers the right way, I hope to continue to be a loyal
customer. My order is currently awaiting review to see if they will confirm the orders, so that I can put the pieces together and repair my bed eventually! Read Selina's full review of Prairieville, LA confirms the reviewer of the original review: January 18, 2020 My husband and I look to the place of the Button Rouge to the mattress. When we were in that
department, we were greeted by Nicholas, who was very professional about every brand: from memory foams and pillow tops to coils/floors on hybrids. We would tell him our preferences and what I was sleeping on right now. He told us about all the different mattresses available and explained what they were made of (foam/coil/etc.) and what they were
doing for your body. He was so knowledgeable and friendly that in my heart I knew I wanted to buy my mattress from him that day! He never pressures us to stitch up once! His goal was to explain to us everything about the mattresses we were inquiring about. He was also intuitive to find out that my wife and I didn't like the same mattresses. He then went
one step further to explain that we could actually buy two different Twin XL mattresses into KING-sized mattresses. He then made sure to check inventory on the specific ones we are looking for to make sure they come in XL size. She was excellent - I believe she saved my marriage by explaining to us that we could split the bed!! Nicholas is really a miracle
trader!! So, if you need a mattress - please go to the new Yetton Rouge, la place and ask Nicholas!! You will have a pleasant experience!! Read Martha's full review of Midland, TX confirmed the reviewer confirmed the buyer's original review: January 10, 2021I ordered furniture August 8 from the TX Midland store with the assurance it would be delivered 6-8
weeks. Get different furniture 5 months later after numerous long hour calls waiting in customer service to help me. That's because they were waiting on the bed rails. I requested a refund so I could go to a bunk bed somewhere Dilly, they refused to give me back, I finally said just send me a bed and locker room to be careful that they did, they wouldn't
deliver what you want and keep your money by offering in store credit. Do not sign the refund document. youre at their mercy after that . George of Merrillville, IN Verified Reviewer Original review: Jan. 8, 2021This company is very bad to deal and buy from. I have had the worst experience and a very bad attitude. They lie so much and the workers who have
come to your house need to be checked. I bought something in October and they didn't come up with it until December and had to get what I bought 4 Then when I told them that the service was bad my wife and I just couldn't take it anymore I had them to take it from my house after they continued to offer the wrong things 4 times and then it sat on my
underground floor for over 4 weeks and I had them to pick it up and now it's been over a month and they still have my refund returned from $1200. I will continue to have to go back to the store and the only thing I have been getting is nothing but lies after lies. It's not properly managed here. I waited more than a month for my refund and all they told me was
being processed. I'll never buy anything from here so please check if anyone thinks about buying anything from them. its not right here . Read Brian's full review of arlington, VA confirms the reviewer of the original review: January 8, 2021Buy on the Ashley furniture website and this has been one of the worst purchases I've ever made. Notice a few big chips
in the wood on the table when I first opened it, disappointing but not a deal breaker for me. I went to put the table together... But the package was missing bolts to connect the legs (which Ashley took ten days to ship me). After receiving the screw/putting the table together noticed almost all the rugged and incredibly weak slats made. This is as far as I have to
be careful putting a drink on the table because they are so rugged it will cause my glass to tip over. The refund was not offered because I waited so long to complain about the slots (seeing that it took 10 days for the screws to be put together and notice the slots....). An agreed reduction was offered that they never actually processed. Emailed to someone
who promised me a radio silence and a reduction, altogether, the worst quality furniture I've ever bought and terrible customer service that's incorrect. Thanks a lot (sarcasm) @ashleyfurniture.com Read full review Ashley of Aurora, IL Verified Reviewer Verified Buyer Original review: Jan. 8, 2021I ordered a console table in September and due to COVID had
to wait a few weeks which was fine. This product came twice damaged. In the third delivery finally in January, they delivered a product that was damaged in a box, was incorrect. I tried to pass the shipment based on what the representative told me to pass before delivery, ashley's furniture crew were the ones who were abandoned and told me they would not
let me pass the shipment, signed my name on their customer's signature and got off. I wasted hours of my time on the phone trying to fix this and asked for an administrator many times to give me a call back. Since the customer service representative told me that they were all working from home because of COVID, they couldn't connect me to a manager
(shocking because they could connect me to other people in other parts of the work at home). I've requested some calls. Call no admin even if it has been months of requests. I am beyond furious and never buy from Ashley Furniture again. I'll make sure I tell everyone I'll never buy from them, the worst shopping experience of my life! Read Cheryl
Kissimmee's full review, FL confirms the reviewer of the original review: January 7, 2021HORRIBLE!! Overcharging and deception. I hope all stores don't act the same! The whole sale was built on false pretences and dishonesty. 1. Went in for the sofa. The boy advised the sale that the online price was hundreds of dollars cheaper. He said it was okay. He's
proud of the price online he then sold me a $600 mattress and offered me a discount along if I bought both. Lie! 2. When I went home over my invoice I realized that he didn't give me an online price that was cheaper than any discount he claimed. So I didn't benefit $1 from buying a mattress! 3. He has a 20% coupon I had not been proud of because he
accompanied me a deal and couldn't add a discount. However I was overcharged and never received any discounts by adding mattresses.4. When I called the customer svc about the 10yr warranty the sales guy claimed came with a mattress (no document received). Customer svc rep stated memory foam mattress comes with only 1 year! The representative
was rude and unsym professional! He told me he didn't control what they told me at the store. Do any of these people have any training! 5. When opening the credit line selling the boy told me the payment will be on automatic payment. great.... However I was charged late fees because it wasn't true either! im disgusting . Worst furniture experience ever!!!.
The sales guy was a non-professional and thought I wouldn't fool him more at getting a focused date than doing his job!! I had better service from WAYFAIR. It's a pity that BC Ashley has good furniture and the quality looks good. Read the next full review next
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